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CEPX$/ONELDis a discrete ordinates transport code package that can model

the electron-photon cascade from 100 MeV to 1 keV. The CEPXS code

generatesfully-coupledmultigroup-Legendrecross section data. This data
is used by the zener_l-purposediscrete ordinatescode, ONELD, whic_ is
derived from the Los Alamos ONEDANT and ONET_N codes. Version 1.0 of

CEPXS/ONELDwas released in 1989 and has been primarily used to analyze
the effect of radiationenvironmentson electronics. Version 2.0 is under

development_nd will inclu_leuser-friendlyfeatures such as the automatic
selectionof group structure,spatial mesh structure, and SN order.

I. I,_rrRODU_rION

CBPXS/ONELDis a one-dimen_ionalelectron.-photontransport code based on
the method of discrete ord_Lnates.Electron-photor_transportis important
in such areu as the characterizationof the response of electronicsto

radiationenvironments,electron-beamwelding aed nuclear-radiation
medicine. Deterministicmet__s have long been used for neutral particle

transport,but have only rec_ tly been _:vpliedto charged-particle
__ transport. While other deterministice_ectrontransport codes1's h_ve

been developed,CBPX$/ONELDcontains the most extensiveelectron-photon
physicsand is the only deterministiccode currentlyavailablefor _ully-

coupled adjointtransport.

The CEPXS/ONELDcode package consists of four codes: the multigroupcross
z

sectiongeneratingcode, CEPXS; the preprocessorcode, PREID; the discrete
= ordinatestransportcode, Old, D; and the postprocessorcode, POSTID.

rlr_xu creates the input, ux- ""- "" ......... ""--_ ..... __ ___ D_a,_,n
=

assemblesthe output that i._desired by the user. The ONELD discrete
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ordinates code is a hybrid of the Los AlaMos OI_DAI_rs _I) ON_rR_ 4 codes.
ONELDemploys essentially the sue solv_r_ ON]_rtL_Ntogether with the
more sophisticated input/output routines _;_ ONEDAdTr.The higher-order
linear-discontinuous spatial differencing scheme of ONETPANis needed in
ONELDto efficiently solve for the electron flux which can undergo rapid
spatial variations at material boundaries. Other features of ONELD
include as-synthetic acceleration s to expedite convergence of the inner
iterations for electrons and Calerkin quadrature e for electron transport
in one-dimensional cylindrical and two-angle plane geometries.

The CBPXS/ONF_Dcode package has been designed to run on both Cray and V_x
mainfrsaes. The next version of the code package will also be made
available for IBM RISC-@O00 workstations. For realistic multi-material

and multi-layer problems, large Mounts (one to two million words) of
memory (both random access and fixed-disk) may be required.

II. Th_ ELECTRON-PHOTONCASCADE

The electron-photon-posltron cascade is described by the following three
coupled Boltzmann transport equations (boundary conditions are not shown):

e (r,Ee)_e(r ge =<Eeeflsv_e(r,Ee,fle) . Et , ,fie ) ,_e> . <ETe,_7> + <Epe _p>
(1)

flsV_7(r,ET,flT) + E_ (r,ET)_7(r,ET,fl_) = <E77,¢7> + <geT,_e> + <_PT,_P>

fl.vl#P(r,Ep,flp) + EP (r,gp)¢P(r,gp,fip) = <F.PP,t#P> + <F.TP,pT>

where the superscriptsand subscriptsdenote electron (e), photon (7), and
positron (p). The cross sectionswith multiple superscriptsare

differentialtransfer cross sections. Those with identicalsuperscripts
_re intra-speciesinteractionsand those with differentsuperscriptsare
inter-speciesinteractions. For instance,ET" includes the cross sections

for all photon interactionsthat produceelectrons. In Eqs. 1, brackets
representthe integrationo_ the transfer cross section and the particle
flux:

I ) I I _ I

<Eee,_e> = J' dEe / dOe Eee(r,F,e_Ee,Qe_}e) _e(r,Be,[}e)

and (2)

<ETe,_7> - ] dE7 ] dI}7 ETe(r,ET*ge,fl_*fle) _7(r,ET,fl,/)

The CEPXS code converts the transfer cross sections into multigroup-
....... _. ..... • .... _-.:.--, _.k,.4. ,..,,_ k,,- ,,=,*A in a4",_nt]_.rd Boltzmann_eH_r_ t,I'_,u_ m_*.,, a._,_ ,._w_, -_,. ......................

=
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transportcodes. These transfermatrices includethe followingphysical
interactions:

E": Elastic Scattering, Inelastic {Collisional and Radiative)
Scattering, Knock-on Electron Production associated with Inelastic
Collisions, Auger Emission following Impact Ionisation

ET": Electron Production associated with Incoherent (Compton) Scattering,
PhotoelectronProduction,Pair Production,and Auger Emission

followingPhotoelectricIonization
EPa: Knock-on Electron Productionassociatedwith InelasticCollisions

and Auger Emission followingImpact Ionisation
E77: IncoherentScattering,FluorescenceEmission followingPhotoelectric

Ionisation

E®7: BremsstrahlungProductionassociatedwith InelasticRadiative

Scattering,FluorescenceEmission followingPhotoelectricIoni_ation

EPT: BremsstrahlungProduction,FluorescenceEmission followingImpact
Ionization,and Annihilation

EPP: Elastic Scattering,Inelastic (Collisionaland Radiative)Scattering
: ETP: Pair Production

CEPXS uses the DATAPAC_ and Biggs-Lighthills data sets to construct the

transfermatrices for electronsand photons, respectively. These are the

same data sets that are employed in the coupled electron-photonMonte
Carlo code ITS.9 This data is limitedto the energy range below 100.0 MeV

and greater than 1.0 keV.@

III. THE BOLTZMANN-CSDEQUATION

Since inelasticevents that result in small-energyloss increase rapidly

as bE decreases, a standardmultigroup-Legendreexpansionof the inelastic
cross section is impractical. Instead, small-energytransfer inelastic

interactionscan be effectivelytreated under the continuous-slowingdown

(CSD) model. In CSD, these interactionsare assumedto occur without
angulardeflection. Small-energytransfer inelasticevents are referred

o to as soft interactions. Under this approximation,electrontransport is
describedby the Boltzmann-CaDequation (Eq. 3.) This equation can be

derived from the Boltzmann transportequation if the soft interactionsare
factored from the electron-to-electrontransfer cross section and a Taylor

series expansion is usedIx.

-

O'V$(r,E,fl)+ E_,(r,E)$(r,E,fl)= (-Ees,,$) + <E7e,_7) + (ERe,sPy

(s)

i
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The asterisk subscript on the cross sections, Et. and E_ indicate that
soft interactions are not included. R(E) is the restricted stopping

power :

I r S*Z-_) ¢(r,S ft) (4)
RCZ) = d_ _ Ees(r,

0 s '

and effectively represents all of the soft !nLcractions in Eq. 3. The

soft inelastic cross section is Em. If the en_,rgytransfer exceeds v',the

inelastic interactions are no longer considered to be soft. In CEPXS, the

restricted stopping power is not evaluated by Eq. 4. Rather_ it is

obtained by subtracting that portion of the stopping power that is

associated with the non-soft inelastic cross section, Ens, from the total

stopping power, S(E) :

I E ee
R(E) = sCE) - d5 A Ens(r,E_E-A) _(r,E,n) (5)

T

In CEPXS, the multigroup restricted stopping power is calculated using a

cutoff energy r that restricts soft interactions to those interactions

that produce transfers between szljacentgroups. The total stopping power

is obtained from the OATAPAC data set, and the Moller cross sectionI° for

electron scattering from free electrons is used for Enm.

For electron transport, the Boltzmann-CSD equation offers a number of

advantages over the pure Fokker-Planck 12 (FP) description of electron

transport. The most significant difference is that, in the FP equation,

the CSD model is applied to all inelastic electron interactions. The

inelastic interactions that result in large-energy transfers are not
modelled. The non-CSD manner in which these interactions affect electron

slowing down is known as energy-loss straggling. Hence, unlike the FF

equation, the Boltzmann-CSD equation implicitly includes energy-loss

straggling.

In order to directly solve the Boltzmann-CSD equation by the method of

discrete ordinates, a finite-differenced form of the CSD operator must be
included in the solver section of the discrete ordinates code.Is

Morel 12'14 h_s developed an alternate approach in which special cross

sect_ons effectively represent the CBD operator in the context of the

finite-differenced Boltzmann equation. An _dvant_e of this approach is

that general-purpose discrete ordinates codes like ONELD can be used for

electron transport. A dis_dvantaq_e is that these techniques introduce

numerical or non-physical energy-loss straggling. In CEPXS, the special
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cross sections represent a diamond-differenced 12 form of the CSD operator.

This method substantially reduces, but does not entirely eliminate,

numerical straggling. Numerical straggling can always be reduced by

decreasing the width of the groups.

A Legendre expansion is applied to the cross zections that effectively

represent the CSD operator. This expansion is truncated at degree N-1

where N is order of the discrete ordinates or SN calculation. It has

been shown by Morel zz that, in the context of a SN calculation, this

truncation preserves the CSD property of no angular change for the soft
interactions.

IV. CROSS SECTIONS

The electron elastic scattering cross section is highly forward peaked.

Rence, an accurate expansion of this cross section would require very-high

Legendre orders. Since this is impractical, an effective cross section

that fs much less anisotropic than the elastic scattering cross section is

used for deterministic electron transport. Three different types of

effective elastic cross sections have been developed for electron

transport: Fokker-Planck (FP)12 extended transport corrected (ETC)Is

and SMART le cross sections. In CEPXS, the ETC method or PN transport-

corrected PN-X expansion is used. In this approach, the moments of the
o*effective cross section, , are related to the elastic scattering moments

by

on*= On - 0N for n = O,N-I
, (8)

o = 0 for n ) N--1n

While the ETC representation of the elastic cross section _.snot strictly

positive, it has been found to produce good results in discrete ordinates

codes. 12'14 Moreover, it has been shown by Morelzs, that in some
_=

circumstances, a SN solution,with this effective cross section expansion
is the same as that would be produced by an exact expansion.

In order for comparisons between code predictions to be meaningful, the

physics (interactions, data sets, and cross sections) of the Monte Carlo

code ITS is duplicated as much as possible in the discrete ordinates code

CEPXS/ONELD. The only significant differences between the two codesz

relate to elastic electron scattering _nd energy--lossstraggling. For

elastic scattering, both codes use the I/ottcross section with Moliere

i screening Ix above 256 kev and the cross sections developed by Rileyx_ at

]ower non-relativistic energies. However, the effective representation of

_ the elastic cross section in the two codes diff :s. In ITS, the Goudsmit-

_
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Saunderson le multiple scattering theory is used while the extended

transport-corrected representation is employed in OEPXS/ONELD. In the
Monte Carlo code, el.ectron energy loss is modelled by the OSD

a.pproximation and the multiple interaction theory of Landau is is used to
_ s,xplzcltly account for energy-loss straggling. In CEPXS/ONELD,energy-

_l'Ossstrag_ling is implicit in the cross section for large-energy transfer
ine)/_tic interactions and is ignored for small-energy transfer
interactions°

The physical models that are identicalin the twocodes include:

(1) the Bethe stopping power19 with Sternheimerdensityeffect
correction2°,

(2) the Moiler cross section for knock-on electronproduction,

(3) a _ormulationof the bremsstrahlungproductioncross section developed
by Berger and Seltzer2x,

(4) the Gryzinksi impact ionizationcross section2s,
(5) the ionization/rel_xationcascadeof SANDYL28,

(B) the Klein-Nishinacross section24 for incoherentphotonscattering and
Compton electronproduction,

(7) the Fischer and Sauter modelsz6 for the angular distributionof
photoelectrons,

(8) and the Bethe-Heitlertheory2s for the energy distributiono_ pair
electronsand positrons.

V. BENCHMARKSWITH EXPERIMENTAND MONTE CARLO

In Figs. 1-2, the predictionso_ O_PXS/ONELD (DO) and ITS (MO) are
compared for the dose depositedin thick layers by mono-energetic,
normally-incidentelectronbeams. Version 2.1 of ITS is used for _Ii the

benchmarkcomparisonsin this paper, unless otherwisenoted. Good
agreementis obtained betweenthe predictionsot both codes and

experiments._z The DO solutions'do not exhibit appreciableenergy-loss

stragglingeven when a modest number (40 to 50) of equally-sizedelectron
groups is used. For these predictions,MC is competitivewith DO in terms
of computationalcost since h£_h relative precision (littlestatistical

error) can be obtained with _ew p_.rticlehistories (_bout25000.)
Bowever, the DO method is much more efficientth_n MC when statistical
error is difficultto reduce. Such is the case _.henfine resolutio_of

the dose profile is demandedor when the dose beyond the range of the
electron beam must be determined. The latter case is illustratedin Fig.

3. Despite p_rticle biasingand 3/4 of an hour of computingtime on a
Cray XMP, significantst_tist_c_lerror exists in the bremsstrahlung-
dominated portionof the dose profile beyond the range of the source

electrons. The DO solution,with I00 equally-sizedgroups,cost 5% ss



much as the Monte Carlo and yields solutions with much higher relative
accuracy.

One of the drawbacksof CEPXS/ONELDis that the diamond-difference

representationof CSD operator can inducespurious energy oscillationsin
the electronangular flux. These non-physicaloscillationscan occur for
mono-energeticelectron sources. This is i11ustratedin the transmitted

electron spectrumof Fig. 4. The experimentally-me_suredspectrumwas
obtained by Lockwood et. al.2s The flux oscillationscan be substantially

reduced by decreasingthe group width. As shown in Fig. 5, a dramatic
improvementin the DO spectrum relativeto both experiment and Monte Carlo
can be obtained by doubling the numberof groups. Further refinementof

the group structureproduces a spectrumthat is converged relativeto the

MC prediction. As with any finite-differencepredictions, CEPXS/ONELD
solutionsmust converge as the differencingapproximationsbecome less
discrete. It should be noted that diamond-differenceoscillationsdo not

occur for distributedelectron sources,like those produced by photo-
Compton interactions.

Photo-Comptoncharge deposition profilesare also intrinsicallydifficult
to calculatewith Monte Carlo codes. The statisticalerror associated

with such profilestends to be very large because of the close
cancellationbetweenelectron productionand deposition. Depositionor

absorptionof an electron occurs when its energy falls below the cutoff

energy of 1.0 keV. For instance,the electrondepositionprofile of Fig.
@ was obtainedwith an ITS run of nearly two hours of computingtime on a
Oray )[MP. Nonetheless,in the vicinityof the material interface

substantialstatisticaluncertaintyexists (on the order of 20%.) In

contrast,the DO prediction required1% of the MC computing time to
resolve the electrondeposition profilewith much greater spatial
resolution.

For DO predictions,a more refinedspatialmesh is needed to predict

electrondepositionthan is needed to predict dose. While the low-energy
electron flux does not contributeappreciablyto the dose, it is important

for electron deposition. Accurate DO calculationof the low-energyflux
requires that a more refined spatialmesh be used since the scale for the
transportof low-energyelectronsis small. Hence, while coarse spatial

refinement is sufficient to predictdose, further refinement is needed to
accuratelypredict electron deposition.

VI. APPLICATIONS

The CEPXS/ONELDcode package has beenmost extensivelyused to predict

how electronicsrespond to radiationenvironments. Earlier versions of



this code have been used to calculate dose z° in electronics and photo-
Compton currents a° in relevant materials. The adjoint option of
CEFXS/ONELDhas been found to psrticu!arly useful _nd has been extensively
exploited by Drummct. al. sl for problems relevant to electronics. DO
adjoint transport requires coupled multigroup cross sections llke those
produced by CEPXB. Bowever, Balbleib sz has found that the adjoint option
is not readily implemented in continuous-energy electron Monte Oarlo
codes.

Fig. 7 shows s set of response functions calculated by adjoint transport
for the dose in the active layer of s thermolumlniscent detector (TLD.) A
one-dimensionalmodel of a TLD consistsof an active layer _f OM_ that is

.08@@-cmthick surroundedby .03@3-cmthick layers of aluminum. The

•djoint response functionscontain all of the informationnecessaryto
calcul_tethe dose for photon sources that are incidentwith arbitrary
distributionsin angle _nd energy. For instance,each response function

correspondsto the dose that would be depositedby mono-energeticphotons
incident at one of the in-coming discrete angles of the Causs quadrature
set associatedwith the SN approximation.

VII. VERSION 2.0 OF _PXS/ONELD

In order to make the discrete ordinatesmethodaccessible to the non-

expert, the next versionof _PXS/ONF_D will automaticallyselect the

group structure,the spatialmesh, and the SN order appropriatefor
convergence. The code will t_ilor the discretizationto the type of
source,the geometry,and type of output. To emphasi_ethis new feature,

CEPXS/ONBLDVersion 2.0 will be renLmedADTT, for Automatic Differencing

for _lectron-PhotonTransport.

The spatial convergenceof predictionsobtainedwith ADEPT is illustr_ted

in Fig. 8 for the case in which 100 kev photonsare incident on a Au/Si
geometry. For a linear mesh, the reverseelectron yield will converge

close to the MC prediction (obtainedwith ITS Version 3.0) as Ax is
refined. The same degree of convergencecan be obtained _ith far fewer
meshes for _ variable spatial mesh that increaseslogarithmicallyaw_y
from the material discontinuity. This is the sp_tialmesh that is

automaticallyselected by ADEPT (Fig.9.) The smallest-si_edmesh occurs

at the material discontinuityand is equ_1 to half the range of the
lowest-energyelectron. Spatial mesh refinementconverges the lower-

energy electron flux (Fig 10.) Such convergenceis needed to accurately

predict the electronyield since electronsof all energies contributeto
the yield.
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